November 15, 2019

Delaware Park
Stewards Ruling
(126-2019)

Stewards’ Ruling that unlicensed racing participant Leonel Garcia Sr., caretaker for the horse “Indy’s Quick Image”, owned by Lucerito Garcia-Colin was negligent and contributed to the death of this horse following a race at Parx Racing on 10/12/19. DTRC Rule: 18.3 Additional Powers of Commission, the Stewards or the licensee may bar or eject any person, permanently or for a lesser period, from Licensee’s grounds or any part thereof who, by reason of his or her past or contemplated conduct or association is, or would be, in any direct or indirect way detrimental to the continued maintenance and promotion of high standards for honesty, integrity and propriety in all Thoroughbred racing conducted in Delaware.

After hearing all testimony and evidence presented, the Delaware Park Stewards suspend Leonel Garcia Sr. from further participation in racing at Delaware Park for a period of five (5) years effective November 15, 2019 through November 14, 2024.

During the term of this suspension Leonel Garcia Sr. is denied access to all facilities under the jurisdiction of the Delaware Thoroughbred Racing Commission. Horses owned by Leonel Garcia Sr. are denied entry pending sale or transfer to a party approved by the Stewards.

Fritz Burkhardt, Steward

Tony Langford, Steward

Jean Chalk, Steward
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